Integration and analysis of data from different sources have to deal with several problems resulting from potential heterogeneities. The activities addressing these problems are called data preparation and are supported by various available tools. However, these tools process mostly in a batch-like manner not supporting the iterative and explorative nature of the integration and analysis process. In this work we present a framework for important data preparation tasks based on a multidatabase language. This language offers features for solving common integration and cleaning problems US part of query processing. Combining data preparation mechanisms and multidatabase query facilities permits applying and evaluating different integration and cleaning strategies without explicit loading and materialization of data. The paper introduces the language concepts and discusses their application for individual tasks of data preparation.
Introduction
Preparing data is an important preprocessing step for data analysis not only as part of data warehousing but also for data mining. The main reason is that the quality of the input data strongly influences the quality of the analysis results. In general, data preparation comprises several subtasks: selection, integration, transformation, cleaning as well as reduction andor discretization of data. Often these tasks are very expensive. So, sometimes it is stated that 50-70 percent of time and effort in data analysis projects is required for data preparation and only the remaining part for the actual analysis phase.
Currently, there are several tools available for different preparation tasks, partially also as integrated suites, e.g. products like Microsoft Data Transformation Service or Oracle Datawarehouse Builder. However, these tools are based mainly on a batch principle: the input data are read from the database, processed in main memory according to the tool-specific task and finally written back to the database in place or into a new table. As a consequence either the initial dataset is overwritten or for each preparation step an additional copy is required. If the data come from different external sources an auxiliary loading step has to precede the preparation. Moreover, the preparation tasks are specified operationally, i.e. have to be implemented by user-defined procedures and scripts. Together, this raises problems especially, if the data that is subject of analysis is coming from distributed and possibly heterogeneous sources, large datasets have to be examined or it is not known at the beginning of the analysis which preparation and/or analysis techniques are really required.
Therefore, a better approach should enable to apply major preparation steps in a more declarative manner, i.e. as part of queries on virtual integrated datasets. In this way, the preparation tasks could profit from the capabilities of a database management system, e.g. optimization of queries, parallelization and memory management. In addition, if this approach would be combined with a multidatabase or gateway technology, an interactive and explorative preparation and analysis without an explicit materialization is possible. Based on this observation we investigate in this paper to which extent important and widespread problems of data preparation are solvable by applying standard SQL features as well as language features proposed recently in the research literature and implemented in our multidatabase query language FRAQL. This language provides powerful query operations addressing problems of integration and transformation of heterogeneous data [25] and therefore, it is a suitable platform for building up a framework for data preparation.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the process of data Preparation, assign subtasks and common techniques to the individual steps. Section 3 introduces query language constructs supporting integration and transformation of data. Cleaning techniques are presented in Section 4 and problems of reduction and discretization are addressed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper, gives an overview to the usage of FRAQL as part of a workbench for data integration and analysis and points out to future work.
-2. Major Tasks in Data Preparation
In Section 1 we already mentioned the importance of data preparation for analysis and mining. In the following we will discuss the individual tasks of this process. For a better understanding we first sketch the overall process of analysis. There are various views on the analysis process depending on the application domain, the required data and analysis methods. One view is proposed by the CRISP-DM consortium -the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining -a reference model describing the individual phases of the data mining process [8]. Following CRISP-DM a data mining project consists of six phases. The first phase business understanding addresses the understanding of the project objectives and requirements from a business perspective, the second phase data understanding focuses on collecting, describing and exploring data for further examination. The third step is data preparation, followed by the modeling phase where modeling techniques (e.g., classification, clustering etc.) are selected and applied as well as parameter sets are adjusted. Next, the models have to be evaluated in order to fulfill the quality requirements (eva2u-ution). Finally, the deployment phase consists of tasks like report generation and documentation.
As part of this p!.ocess data preparation comprises all activities required for constructing the input dataset for the modeling from the initial (raw) dataset [14]. This includes data selection: Identify data relevant and useful for analy--sis and select the required attributes and tuples. data reduction: Obtain a reduced or compressed representation of the dataset in order to reduce the analysis effort by aggregating or discreticing data, reducing the dimensionality or the volume of data, e.g. deriving a sample.
In practice all these tasks -not only for preparation but also as part of the overall process -do not form a strict sequence.
Rather the various techniques for data selection, preparation and analysis are applied in an iterative, interactive and explorative manner. Additionally, often several techniques are evaluated at the same time in order to find the most suitable method or to combine results from different methods.
Beside modeling, where efficient data access and (query facilities are required, data preparation is one of the phases which could benefit mostly from extended query language support. Though standard SQL provides basic features for filtering and transforming data, several subtasks as cleaning, normalization, discretication and reduction require more advanced operations. In the following we discuss query primitives provided by FRAQL supporting these operations.
Integration and Transformation
Analyzing data from heterogeneous sources requires transparent access to these sources in order to retrieve, combine and transform the relevant data. This can be done either by loading the data physically in a special database (e.g. the staging area in a data warehouse environment or a tiedicated analysis database) or by defining virtual views using a multidatabase system. This virtual integration approach is supported by our multidatabase language FRAQL. With respect to data integration and transformation a multidatabase language in general and in particular our language FRAQL provides the following benefit:
transparent access to external sources, integrating relations from different sources via join and/or union operations, resolving description, structural and semantic conflicts with the help of renaming operations, conversion and mapping functions, advanced schema transformation, e.g. transposition of relations, as well as resolving meta-level conflicts, resolving data discrepancies, i.e. instance-level conflicts, using reconciliation functions and user-defined aggregates.
In the following we describe the corresponding FRAQL features in detail. For illustration purposes we will use two different scenarios. The first scenario describes a simplified data warehouse application and comprises a relation SalesInf o containing regional sales information on various products as well as a relation AdvInf o containing advertising costs for products and regions: 
Accessing and Integrating Heterogeneous Sources
FRAQL is an extension of SQL and provides access to relations hosted by external sources, e.g. full-featured database systems, relational structured documents as well as websites. The access is implemented via adapters which are loadable at runtime and translate queries as well as query results between the global multidatabase level and the source level.
FRAQL is based on an object-relational data model comprising user-defined types, views for integrating source relations and tables for managing global data. We distinguish two kinds of views: import views mapping relations from a source to global relations and integration views combining multiple views andor tables. An import view is defined in terms of a user-defined type. Here, for each attribute the mapping to the source attribute can be defined either I as simple renaming of the attribute, as value conversion by applying a user-defined function. 0 or by using an explicit mapping table for converting values.
An integration view is a view on other global relations combined by using operators like union, 9-join and outer join. These features provide a first solution for data transformation.
Schema "kansformation
Based on global views further transformations on schema as well as on instance level can be applied. Schema level transformation in FRAQL includes -besides standard SQL operations like projection and join -restructuring via transposition.
Transposing means converting rows to columns and vice-versa. As an example, where this kind of restructuring is required, please consider the relations in Fig The on part of the clause specifies the attributes used for identifying groups of tuples which are transposed to exactly one tuple. The operation is implemented similar to the GROUP B Y operation, though the resulting groups are transformed into one tuple per group.
Data Transformation
Transformation on instance level means in fact converting values. Depending on the requirements of the following analysis tasks various approaches are feasible. First of all, simple value conversion can be performed using builtin or user-defined function (UDF As already mentioned, all these operations can be applied to virtual relations, i.e. views, without affecting the original data. This simplifies the evaluation of different techniques for integration and transformation of heterogeneous data subject of analysis.
Cleaning
Integration and transformation are only the first steps in data preparation. Due to the often different origins of data resulting in different conventions for representation, errors like mistyping, missing values or simply inconsistencies, additional cleaning steps are necessary. In the following we will concentrate on four subproblems: identifying and reconciling duplicates, 
Duplicate Elimination
Because of the tight connection to the integration problem a first solution for duplicate elimination based on the extended join and union operators in conjunction with reconciliation functions was already introduced in Section 3 .
However, the usage of reconciliation function is restricted to binary operations. Therefore, FRAQL provides an additional and more powerful solution based on extended grouping and user-defined aggregates. The GROUP BY operator supports grouping on arbitrary expressions: for each tuple of the input relation a value is computed from the grouping expression and based on this, the tuple is assigned to a group. Let us assume a UDF region-code computing the region from the geographical position. Using this function as a grouping criterion the regional averages of the measurements can be computed: Essentially both approaches are based on attribute equality. However, sometimes the same objects may be referred to in different sources by slightly different keys. In this case, duplicates can only be identified based on similarity criteria. As shown before the process of duplicate elimination can be considered a two step process. In a first step we have to identify entities that possibly relate to the same real world object, which are reconciled in a second step. This fits quite well with the concept of grouping and aggregation known from relational databases, but while reconciliation can be accomplished by extensions to aggregation concepts including user-defined functions like shown before, similarity-based grouping raises various problems. By specifying a similarity criterion in an appropriate way we can establish a relation of pairwise similar tuples. This relation must be considered atransitive, so to establish the equivalence relation required for grouping we have to describe the construction of the groups. This can be done by a generalized concept for userdefined aggregate functions. As an example, groups can be build based on pairwise similarity by 0 considering the transitive closure of similar tuples, 0 only considering maximal groups that contain tuples that are all pairwise similar, or 0 building groups of tuples that are similar to a chosen Contrary to equality-based grouping these approaches consider not only one tuple to derive a group membership, but instead have to analyse one tuple in the context of the whole input relation. As a consequence the interface for user-defined grouping functions (UDG) is as follows:
representative of this group. The user-defined grouping function SameProduc tName could for example be initialized with the name of a comparison algorithm for strings and a threshold to compare the return value of this algorithm. For the following description of a simple grouping algorithm represented by the SameproductName function we assume that groups are build using the transitive closure of pairwise similar tuples. During iteration a tuple identifier and the product name is passed on to the function. The product name is compared to all product names from previous iteration steps. If the string comparison function returns a value above the threshold, the tuple is added to the group of the according previous tuple. If there are multiple matches, the related groups are merged: If there is no match, a new group containing this tuple is created.
When the iteration is finished, FRAQL calls the finish method. In this case the only thing to be done here is to set a flag indicating that information about group memberships can be retrieved.
While this approach is quite flexible, it also has several disadvantages. The efforts for implementing user-defined grouping functions can become expensive when complex criteria or more advanced grouping algorithms are used. Furthermore, there is less opportunity to optimize the grouping when it is separated from query processing in the query evaluator. Therefore, we currently consider implementing some of the most useful concepts mentioned above as query language primitives using a combination of fuzzy logic, pre-defined and user-defined comparison functions for atomic attributes, and the proposed strategies for establishing an equivalence relation.
Missing Values
Considering the problem of missing values, e.g. NULL values, we can describe several possible solutions. First of all, the simplest approach is to remove the affected tuples using the SQL not n u l 1 predicate: 
. Handling Noise in Data
Noise in data is caused by random errors or variance. Among others there are two approaches for handling noise: binning or histogram methods and regression.
Using the histogram method the data are partitioned into bins or buckets based on a certain attribute. For this purpose the attribute domain is divided into n intervals and each item value is associated to exactly one bucket.
We can distinguish between equi-width histograms, where each bucket has the same interval length and equiheight histograms, where each bucket contains the same number of items. The first one is simpler to construct and to use, the latter provides a better scaling.
~
In the following we will use a histogram relation Histo (hmin, hmax, mean, ~ cnt) In this relation each tuple represents a bucket containing values v with hmin 5 v < hmax, where mean is the average and cnt is the number of all values associated with this bucket.
Equi-width histograms can easily be constructed using the extended group by-operation. After choosing the number of buckets n b u c k e t s and obtaining the domain boundaries of the attribute x: Creating equi-height histograms is slightly more complex. First, the frequency of all occuring values have to be determined.
select X, count(*) from Measurements group by Y;
From the number of tuples and the number of buckets the height of each bucket can be computed. Next, we iterate over the sorted frequency table and collect items until the maximum bucket height is reached. The bucket boundary is computed from the value of the current items. Using only standard SQL the latter step cannot be formulated in a single query and has to be implemented by an external procedure. A more elegant solution is possible using the advanced aggregation features provided by FRAQL. As introduced in [30] user-defined aggregation functions with early returns are a powerful mechanism for incremental evaluation of aggregates. FRAQL supports early returns by using a special method produce as part of the UDA interface. If the aggregate function wants to "return early", it returns the value true as result of the invocation of iterate. In this case the method produce is called from the query processor in order to obtain the intermediate aggregation value. As an example let us consider the implementation of a UDA for computing the moving average: The implementation of the UDAs is sketched for b-ub below:
class Bucket-ub implements UDA { int height; double upper, lower;
...
Please notice that this implementation is oriented to numeric attributes. For ordinal attributes an existing attribute value has to be chosen during the split instead of computing the new boundary.
Based on this histogram the data can be smoothed by the means of the buckets already shown for equi-width histogram.
Detecting Outliers
Histograms are also an appropriate tool for detecting outliers. Another frequent used technique for this purpose is regression. In linear regression also known as least square method the goal is to find a straight line modeling a twodimensional dataset. This line y = ax + p is specified by the parameters CY and p which are calculated from the known values of the attributes x and y. Let The parameters alpha and beta can now be used to remove data items far away from the regression line. For example, this can be simply decided based on the absolute distance or by removing n percent of items with the largest distance. The first approach is expressible in a single query using an expression for computing the distance:
select * from Measurements where abs(:alpha*X+:beta -Y ) < :threshold:
The second criterion requires a mechanism for limiting the cardinality of a query result. In FRAQL this is supported by the LIMIT FIRST clause, which cuts the result set after the specified number of tuples. So, the query for removing 5 percent of tuples with the largest distance as outliers can be written as: 
Data Reduction
The last subproblem of data preparation addressed in our framework is reduction. Sometimes the volume of data is too large for an efficient analysis. Therefore, we need a reduced representation of the dataset that produces nearly the same analysis results. Here, several solutions are possible, e.g. aggregating the data as usually performed in data warehouse environments or discarding non-relevant dimensions. The first approach is normally implemented using GROUP BY and aggregation, the second approach requires only projection. Two other approaches directly supported in FRAQL are sampling and discretization.
Sampling means to obtain a representative subset of data. Various kinds of sampling were developed recently. Currently, in FRAQL only random sampling as presented in
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[29, 221 is implemented. A sample of a relation or query result with the given size is derived with the help of the LIMIT SAMPLE clause: select * from Measurements limit sample 30 percent;
Obviously, the sampled data should be stored in a new relation for further efficient processing.
Sampling reduces the number of tuples by choosing a subset. In contrast, discretization is aimed to reducing the number of distinct values for a given attribute, particularly for analysis methods requiring discrete attribute values. Possible solutions for discretization are 0 histogram-based discretization, 0 discretization based on concept-hierarchies [ 131, 0 entropy-based discretization [9] . Considering only the histogram-based approach numeric values could be replaced by a representative discrete value associated with the containing bucket as already discussed in Section 4.3. Here, both kinds of histograms are applicable. An alternative approach is to build histograms by hand taking domain knowledge into consideration, e.g. specify higher-level concepts like income class or price classification (cheap, medium-priced, expensive) together with the associated interval boundaries. Independent from the kind of construction, the histograms are used as illustrated already.
Related Work
In recent years there has been much effort on support for individual tasks of data preparation for data warehousing and data mining. Especially for the transformation problem there are many commercial tools available. These ETL ("extraction, transformation, loading") tools [4, 13 address different kinds of data preparation, ranging from general purpose tools and tool suites to rather specialized tools for common formats. Moreover, so called auditing tools are able to detect and eliminate discrepancies. However, these tools support only limited set of transformations or the transformation has to be implemented by user-defined scripts or procedures. Therefore, they perform transformation in a batch-like manner not supporting an explorative and interactive approach.
Furthermore, several approaches addressing special data cleaning and transformation problems were proposed. AJAX [ 101 is a cleaning tools that supports clustering and merging duplicates. It is based on a declarative specification language. SERF [5] provides primitives for schema evolution and data transformation. An approach for schema transformation is described as part of SchemaSQL [17] , a language offering restructuring operations. In [ 11 a declarative transformation language YATL is proposed and automation of the translation based on schema similarities is discussed. Methods to detect a maximum number of duplicate items (exactly or approximately) and to derive cleaning rules are proposed in [15] . An approach for resolving attribute value conflicts based on Dempster-Shafer theory, which assigns probabilities to attribute values, is described in [20] . An object-oriented data model where each global attribute consists of the original value, the resolved value and the conflict type is presented in [19] . These individual values are accessible by global queries. In addition, for each attribute a threshold predicate determining tolerable differences and a resolution function for an automatic conflict resolution can be defined. Another approach [26] introduces the notion of semantic values enabling the interoperability of heterogeneous sources by representing context information. An advanced application of statistical data analysis for deriving mapping functions for numerical data is described in [21] .
Much recent work is dedicated to middleware supporting the integration of heterogeneous data, e. [27] and Garlic 131. Pegasus offers a functional object-oriented data manipulation language called HOSQL with non-procedural features, Datdoiner is based on DB2 DBMS. In mediator systems such as TSIMMIS the mediator is specified by a set of rules. Each rule maps a set of source objects into a virtual mediator object. In this way, transformations are defined by appropriate rules. The problem of combining objects from different sources (object fusion) in mediators is discussed in A totally different approach is WHIRL [7] , which deals with instance heterogeneity during integration. Here, textual similarity is used for computing joins between relations from different sources. This permits integration without normalization of values but is restricted to textual data.
There has been some work on query language extensions addressing preparation and analysis tasks. In [30] user-defined aggregates with early returns and their application for data mining is discussed.
[6] presents SQLMX, a query language offering features like transposing and sampling. Our approach is partially inspired by these query extensions but combines these with multidatabase language features. ~3 1 .
Conclusions
Data preparation is an important task for data warehousing and data mining. As part of this process several problems have to be dealt with: data integration and transformation, detecting inconsistencies in data coming from multiple 227 sources, removing outliers, suppressing noise and reducing data. However, writing dedicated routines addressing individual subproblems can be an expensive and error-prone process especially for information fusion [24] -the integration and analysis of data from heterogeneous sources.
In this paper we have presented a framework for data preparation based on the multidatabase query language FRAQL. The benefit of using a multidatabase language is the virtual integration combined with the ability to apply transformation and cleaning operations without copying and physically manipulating the initial dataset. So, it is possible to check various strategies for integration and cleaning with reduced effort. Thereby, the objective of our work is not to invent a new language or add general-purpose operations but rather to identify lightweight extensions dedicated to data preparation and analysis and add them to a SQL-like query language. Implementing these extensions as database primitives opens the possibility to profit from the inherent capabilities of database management systems.
The presented language extensions are implemented as part of the FRAQL query processor which forms the core of an engine for information fusion tasks. This engine offers an extensible set of operators for data preparation and analysis tasks. These operators are parameterizable and generate as well as execute FRAQL queries as presented in this paper. Combined with user interface and visualization tools a more interactive and iterative approach for data analysis is achieved. For future work the support of more advanced cleaning operations, e.g. similarity-based entity identification, as well as analysis and mining operations is planned.
